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Tamper resistance with ternary ReRAM-based PUFs and TAPKI 

Summary. Resistive Random Access Memory (ReRAM) operating in the pre-forming range as root of trust, 
combined with Ternary Addressable Public Key Infrastructure (TAPKI) schemes breaking away from generic binary 
logic, are designed to provide additional of tamper resistance to sensitive asset. The ReRAMs can operate at 
exceptionally low levels of power, in the 1 femto Joule per bit range, which allow the design of physical unclonable 
functions (PUFs) generating cryptographic keys . In this range of power, ReRAMs operating below electronic noise 
levels, can be naturally tamper-resistant, and extremely hard to read by opponents, even when the components 
are under their control. The TAPKI protocol masks the marginal cells, and allows concurrent generation by the 
server, and client devices, of highly secure private keys from Ternary ReRAMs with very low bit error rates (BERs). 
The response based cryptography (RBC), combined with TAPKI, eliminates the need to use cumbersome error 
detection, and error correction schemes, thereby handling the natural drifts, and exposure to environmental 
variations of the T-PUFs. Additional methods to enhance tamper resistance include: i) sensing schemes within the 
ReRAM array detecting intrusion; ii) self-destruct mode of the arrays when under attack; iii) ability to store-read-
erase the challenges in the array for key recovery;  iv) noise injections in the ternary protocol associated with High 
Performance computing (HPC), can strengthen security by preventing opponents equipped with inferior computing 
power to participate. Pre-formed ReRAM-based TAPKI schemes, with post quantum cryptography (PQC), can target 
various use-cases, including secure communication through public networks, the protection of digital files with key 
recovery, and mobile server in zero-trust environment. 

1- ReRAM’s physical properties at low power.  
We designed PUFs with arrays of pristine ReRAM cells (un-formed). Small currents are injected during challenge-
response cycles to generate cryptographic keys.  With injected currents in the 1 nA to 1µA range, the resistance 
values of the cells drop to the 0.1 MΩ to 20 MΩ range; after measurement, the resistance values return to the 
original values of the pristine state, typically 100 MΩ or higher. The conduction is thereby ephemeral and 
reversible. The resistance of each ReRAM cell is unique to that cell and depends on the number, location, and 
density of defects within the dielectric layer along with the precise thickness and area between electrodes.  We 
measured the resistance at variable injected currents of thousands of cells manufactured (source: Crossbar 1.a test 
chips) with various fabrication batches and observed large and random cell-to-cell variations, while the variations 
of the resistance values measured on each cell are extremely small. Resistance values can be used to design PUFs 
for the following reasons: 

i. The cell-to-cell random variations in 
resistance values are large. Typically, 
inter-PUF standard variations are in 
the 50% range of the median values. 
Each ReRAM array is unique for key 
generation. 

ii. Small intra-PUF variations: The intra-
PUF relative standard variations are in 
the 2% range of the median resistance 
values. 

iii. As shown on the right, the resistances 
of each cell are stable overtime, 
because the measurements do not 
disturb the physical properties.  
 

AFRL-RV, who is equipped with the exact same set up than NAU confirmed these measurements and results. 
Samples 1a. from Crossbar were tested at NAU, then retested by AFRL-RV, resulting in a perfect correlation 
between the two sites. AFRL-RV also submitted the samples to a battery of ionizing radiation tests, demonstrating 
that the ReRAM technology is radhard when operating in the pre-forming range. We recommend the readers to 
contact Bill Kemp for further details on the work done by RV, characterizing pre-formed ReRAMs. 
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2- Sensing elements with Pre-formed ReRAM-based PUFs.  
The breakdown of the ReRAM cells operating under constant current is caused by the non-reversible partial forming 
of conductive filaments. The cells with higher resistances see higher voltage drop at the same injected current, 
therefore the breakdown occurs at lower injected current. This physical property can be used as a feature to detect 
third parties reading the resistance values of the PUFs. 
a. Enrollment: The resistance of each cell is 

characterized at low current (~100 nA). Only 50% 
of the cells with low resistances are kept for the 
enrollment protocol. This constitutes the strong 
cell population (SCP). A stress of 6.5 µA is then 
applied to SCP cells, which result in breaking about 
10% of this population, see graph enclosed 
measured in the 1a wafers from Crossbar. 

b. Key generation: The ternary protocols generating 
keys only address the cells belonging to 90% of the 
SCP cells that survived the stress of 6.5 µA, 
randomly injecting currents below that level. 

The keys generated by such a PUF are varying with the level of injected current in the cells. An opponent having 
access to the device will not be able to randomly read the resistance values in the 1 to 6.5 µA range without damaging 
about 60% of the cell population with high resistance, called vulnerable cell population (VCP). One possible protocol 
is to regularly explore at low current the cells of the VCP, and check that cells kept high resistance values.  

3- Ability to damage the pre-formed ReRAM-based PUFs at low power.  
It could be desirable to be able to intentionally damage a PUF when the device has been compromised. One of the 
advantages of using pre-formed ReRAMs is the ability to form conductive filaments with only a 2 volt stress. Only 
partial forming cycles are needed to permanently 
damage a pre-formed ReRAM-based PUF, so we 
conducted an experimental analysis on crossbar’s 
1a samples to develop a reliable method, see 
results enclosed. Here, there is no need to damage 
all cells, as long as enough cells are destroyed. We 
concluded that applying only 1.45 volt for about 
100 µs is enough to damage about 40% of the cells 
of the 4096 bit array. The ratio of the cells 
damaged at 1.45 volt for the cells with lower 
resistances, the SVP, is conveniently higher at 55%. 

4- Protection of the PUF challenges during key recovery cycles.  
A challenge-response-pair mechanism can generate cryptographic keys from a PUF. Rather than storing an 
encrypted key in the non-volatile memory of a device, we can store the challenges to retrieve the PUF responses 
and the keys, which are encrypted with the responses. With TAPKI, the challenges are combined with ternary 
instructions keeping track of the “bad” cells such 
as the fuzzy cells, and the ones part of the VCP. 
These instructions can be communicated by a third 
party, on demand. Using for example a technology 
developed by Crossbar, it is possible to store the 
challenges in the pre-formed array, in such a way 
that these challenges can only be read once in a 
program-read-erase (PRE) operation, see on the 
enclosed diagram. The responses used to encrypt 
the cryptographic key can be generated only once, 
and need the additional information provided 
externally, thereby enhancing tamper resistance. 
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5- Design of addressable PUF generators with pre-formed ReRAM.  
The objective of the design is to be able to send a set of addresses in the pre-
formed array, at a particular injected current (i.e., the challenges), and to get a 
stream of “0” or a “1” (i.e., the responses). Such a function is called APG for 
addressable PUF generator. Crossbar designed an ASIC, called the 1b., that 
was integrated into the circuit designed by NAU operating as APG. The high 
level description of the 1b. ASIC is a 4096 ReRAM array integrated with the 
control circuitry allowing the read of a particular cell, at a particular current. 
The input of the ASIC is one address in the ReRAM array and one value of the 
injected current between 100 nA and 15 µA; the output of the chip is a voltage 
drop across the ReRAM cell proportional to the resistance value of the cell. A 
steam of addresses at a given current results in a stream of resistance values. 
We encourage the readers interested by the detail of the ASIC to contact Ashish Pancholy from Crossbar . In order 
to turn the ASIC into an APG, NAU designed a custom board with voltage comparator fed by two ASICs. The PUF 
challenges consist of the addresses of a pair of cells with the value of the injected current, each cell located in one 
of the ASIC. The TAPKI masks the cells that are fuzzy or vulnerable. The enclosed pic is showing the custom APG 
board designed by NAU, the circuit handle 128 million possible pairs. The two ReRAM arrays are read separately 
during enrollment and mounted in a circuit that only allow the comparative read of pairs of cells. We estimate that 
two ReRAM arrays of 16 Kbytes will be tamper resistant: the 
trillions of pairs require 9 years to be read in the field.  

Such a differential method has resulted into highly reliable 
APGs with bit error rates (BERs) below 1 part per million. The 
impact of temperature is negligible because most cells track 
each other well, as shown in the enclosed Arrhenius plot, 
measuring the energy of activation from -25oC to +125oC. 
The small differences are masked by the TAPKI protocol, only 
using the pairs with large differences in resistance value.  

6- TAPKI with Response Based Cryptography (RBC).  
The TAPKI allows the implementation of pre-formed ReRAM-based PUFs, as described above. A server with an 
image of the PUF generates the challenges and the mask with ternary positions. The handshake allows the 
concurrent generation of the responses from the PUF, and cryptographic key generation. A man-in-the-middle 
would not be able to send a “working” handshake without knowing the position of the fuzzy and VCP cells. The 
handshakes can be shared openly as they have no value without the PUF. We developed an RBC engine to recover 
the key when errors are generated by the PUF due to 
drift, noise, or environmental interferences, see the 
diagram enclosed. Such a method eliminates the need 
to implement error correcting codes at the client level, 
and thereby enhance the tamper resistance when the 
terminal is in a zero-trust environment. A noise 
injection technique coupled with high performance 
computing (HPC) at the server level was designed to 
provide additional levels of protections. The RBC is 
able to handle noisy keys with BERs as high as 20%, 
that can only be handled with HPCs.  

The architecture is encryption agnostic. Any symmetrical or asymmetrical schemes are directly implementable. To 
use public key infrastructure, a key pair is generated from the PUF responses. We completed prototypes with 
elliptic curves, EC-DSA, and post quantum cryptographic schemes (Dilithium, Saber, …). Layers of multi-factor 
authentications have been developed and tested on the TAPKI. In particular we developed a pseudo-homomorphic 
method allowing the users to never disclose its passwords, while verifying the authentication of a server in a zero-
trust network. Such an authentication is folded in the TAPKI protocol to deliver stronger two-way protections. 
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Experimental validation. For each key generation cycle with the TAPKI protocol, 512 pairs of cells are randomly 
selected in the ReRAM arrays, of which 256 pairs act as a buffer, to only keep the 256 pairs having resistance values 
further apart. The injected current is also randomly changed at each cycle from 100 nA to 800 nA . The potential 
errors due the PUF are corrected by the RBC. The listing below is showing a succession of key generation cycles. The 
256-bit long keys generated from the look-up table are on the left, those from the ReRAM-PUF are on the right, 
followed by the count of errors. Here, we only observed one error, during the key generation cycle number 26, which 
could be due to the instability of the ReRAM or noise in the electronic system. Each cycle lasted less than 1 second. 

 

Session key recovery cycle. We tested a protocol recommended by Lockheed Martin: a session key recovery cycle 
driven by a single device. Such a protocol is challenging because the reference responses are the result of a single 
read of the PUF, the session keys are 
encrypted by the PUF responses. BERs were 
evaluated by  performing 5000 successive 
cycles. Shown enclosed is the probability of 
occurrence as a function of the numbers of 
errors for 256-bit long keys. The average BERs 
observed in this experiment are 6.148 10−4. 
The PUF created 787 errors out of the 
5000x256 bits. All errors were corrected by 
the RBC; the keys were recovered 100% of the 
time. Further optimization of the BERs can be 
achieved by increasing the enrollment cycles 
and identifying more cells that are unstable. 

Conclusion and future work. The work presented in this white paper is providing encouraging results on ternary 
PUFs designed with pre-formed ReRAM arrays and driven by the TAPKI protocol.  The 1a samples, as well as the 
ASIC, provided by Crossbar, had extremely low rates of defects, encouraging tamper resistance properties, and 
excellent reliability. This allowed the design, and test of APGs with low BERs, and the fabrication of prototypes 
demonstrating end-to-end cryptographic protocols. A second phase of this research effort is needed to integrate 
the components designed around the engineering board. Such an integration should further enhance tamper 
resistance, and to allow the development of use cases for a variety of applications, such as the ones with radhard 
environment as suggested by AFRL-RV, key recovery from single device as suggested by LM, mobile servers 
operating in zero-trust environment, PKI with digital signatures, and infrastructure for secure supply chain. 

Reference papers available on demand: bertrand.cambou@nau.edu 


